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• To identify the responsibility that Lithuanian schools have for E-
Safety

• To consider the types of problems  generated by use of Digital Tools 
and how to address those problems.

• To discuss the importance of a code of conduct for staff and 
students on using digital tools

• To consider the advantages and disadvantages of using mobile 
phones in schools

Webinar 4 :  Learning Outcomes
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Welcome to Mark Jones
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Mark Jones
Professional Adviser
Professional Learning, Digital Learning and Self-evaluation
Pedagogy, Leadership and Professional Learning Division
Education, , Social Justice and Welsh Language Group
WALESe and Welsh Language Group- confirmed



An opportunity to ask Mark  Jones questions
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Questions 



• Digital tools open up a whole new area  of behaviour issues
• With both students and staff
• Students and staff are often naïve, fake news, scams, pornography
• Parents are also often naïve
• Tools can be used in the comfort of your home and no one else sees 

what you are doing
• Young people are under huge pressure to keep up with social media
• Young people do not want to be parted from their mobile phone !
• Plagiarism, copyright, intellectual property rights
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Digital Tools can create problems
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Child safety online- Global challenges and strategies 
UNICEF

Children have always been exposed to sexual abuse and exploitation, 
but the internet provides new opportunities for abusers. Those who 
prey on the vulnerabilities of children and young people can now reach 
them on a scale that was unimaginable prior to the access provided by 
the internet



Digital Footprints

https://youtu.be/shSXIPbVhoE
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Digital Foot Prints- Video

https://youtu.be/shSXIPbVhoE
https://youtu.be/shSXIPbVhoE


Parents  are

unaware of their  children’s activity online

using Social Media inappropriately

insisting  children can use mobile phone in school

unaware of the content available to their children

unaware  of time spent on digital tools
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Parents and Digital Tools
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An App used by parents to track their children’s activity



What responsibility do you think schools have to help keep students 
safe online?

What responsibility do they have for helping parents?
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Breakout Session 1



We will take a break of 30 minutes
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Break 



Developing students’ digital literacies means supporting them to 
think critically about why certain practices are unsafe and how 
they can be made safer. A digitally literate individual will be 
critically aware and able to ask questions of any situation they 
find themselves in online.
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Thinking Critically about E- Safety



• the importance of supporting children to manage online risks

• developing their knowledge and understanding of e-safety issues. 

• move from having ‘locked down’ ICT systems in which many sites are inaccessible 

• teachers and students having ‘managed systems’ in which fewer sites are blocked.

Inspectors found that in schools with managed systems, 

• students had a better knowledge of how to stay safe online, both inside and outside of 
school

• supported to take responsibility for themselves when using new technologies
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Ofsted Report on E safety

Ofsted (2010). The Safe Use of New Technologies. 

London:



1. create e-safety policies and procedures that will help  mitigate risk and 
respond to concerns

2. ensure teachers have the knowledge to teach students about e-safety

3. provide advice on using social media and live streaming

4. support and include parents and carers by sharing helpful advice and 
resources

5. review and update e-safety provision on an ongoing basis
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School Responsibility for E- Safety



Bullying

Sexting

Grooming by predators

Extremism and radicalisation

Harmful online content, pornography

Legal but harmful content suicide, eating disorders

Gambling

Financial issues, excessive spending, scams

Recruiting adults safely
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Types of Issues now facing schools



Zip it, Block it, Flag it

• Zip it – keep your personal stuff private and think about what you 
say and do online

• Block it – block people who send nasty messages and don’t open 
unknown links and attachments

• Flag it – tell someone you trust if anything

upsets you or someone asks to meet you offline.
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Zip it, Block it, Flag it
Click Clever, Click Safe
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Safety Posters for students aged 7-11 years

SMART
Share
Manage
Ask
Respect 
Think
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E- Safety Posters
for students aged 
11 years or older

The Going Viral Spiral

Share with Respect



The next slide shows some real examples of problems arising in 
schools.

1. How would you deal with those problems?

2. What might you be able to put in place to avoid such problems 
arising again
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Breakout Session 2  -Examples of Problems in Schools



1. A video has appeared on facebook in which a member of staff is seen to be 
very drunk last Friday evening and takes all her clothes off.

2. A male member of staff is allegedly texting a 16 year student on a regular 
basis, allegedly helping with homework

3. A very good member of staff goes to collect her children and comes back to 
school and puts in two hours work. Whilst she is working her children of 6 
and 8 are playing on a school computer.

4. A fight breaks out in school a student is hurt and sent to hospital with cuts & 
bruises. Another student videos the whole incident and puts it up on 
Instagram, the first you know of it is when a very angry parent of the injured 
pupil phones you
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Examples of Problems in Schools



We will take a short break
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Break



A code of Conduct- Lithuania
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Example of Code of Conduct
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Please unmute and tell us about your code of 
conduct in your organisation



Acceptable use of IT, digital technologies and social 
media Policy

Example from UK

It is the responsibility of all employees and volunteers to familiarise themselves with the contents of all school policies and any 
amendments hereafter.

Introduction

This Policy applies to use of all aspects of each academy’s Virtual Learning Environment: email, Internet, Learning Platform. These 

facilities are available for the business use of the academies only, i.e. for teaching, learning, professional development, 

administration and finance. The directors have approved that these facilities are available to staff, directors and other volunteers 

for personal but not commercial use outside school hours (Monday to Friday between 5pm and 8am, all day during the holidays 

and at weekends), subject to the facilities not being in use by the school.
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Code of Conduct Format
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Introduction

Requirements of acceptable use 

Professional and personal safety

Communications

Use of social media

School security

Ownership

Use of photographic and video equipment

Breach of this policy

Managing your personal use of Social Media

Managing School social media accounts

:

Key Bullet points to summarise 
the most important aspects of 
the code of conduct



A signed agreement

• One for Staff

• One for Students
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Breakout Discussion 3

• Discuss your current  Code of Conduct for your staff is it strong enough  
to be sure they know the expectations of how to use Digital Tools in 
school and how they should communicate  with pupils and parents

• What are the likely issues in Lithuanian schools

• What needs to be done to ensure that everyone understands and 
applies this code equally? 
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• Contentious issue

• Some schools encourage their use

• Some schools ban mobile phones coming into school

• Some consider teaching phone etiquette is an important life skill

• Some schools have a specific mobile phone policy others include it 
in the Code of Conduct
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Using mobile phones in the classroom
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mobile phones in school

Positives Negatives

Safety Filming -data protection

Parental contact Distraction

Learning resource Bullying

Social expectation of students Accessing inappropriate 
material



https://youtu.be/wyPEGL9Pcbc
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The debate about using mobile phones in schools

https://youtu.be/wyPEGL9Pcbc


What is your view on using mobile phones in school?

What are the issues?

How can we mitigate those issues?
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Breakout 4- What is your view on mobile phones?



www.teachtoday.eu/en.aspx

Teachtoday provides information and advice for teachers, head 
teachers, governors and other members of the school workforce 
about the positive, responsible and safe use of new technologies.
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Useful Website

http://www.teachtoday.eu/en.aspx


• To identify the responsibility that Lithuanian schools have for E-
Safety

• To consider the types of problems  generated by use of Digital Tools 
and how to address those problems.

• To discuss the importance of a code of conduct for staff and 
students on using digital tools

• To consider the advantages and disadvantages of using mobile 
phones in schools

Webinar 4 :  Learning Outcomes
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Thank you for all your contributions today – we look forward to seeing

you at webinar 5   

31st January 2023

14.00 to 18.00

Thank you
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